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Louisiana State Univ Pr. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 53 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 5.4in. x 0.3in.In
poems of quiet force, Geri Doran maps the fragility of human
connection and the irreducible fact of grief. From the
communal ruptures of Chechnya and Rwanda to the personal
dislocations that attend great loss, Resin weighs frailty against
responsibility, damage against the desires of the heart. For the
poet, a factory fire in late-nineteenth-century Portland
becomes a tool for precise knowing: The phases of wood are a
means of dead reckoning: burn what is built and gauge your
passage by what is lost. Even in so quotidian an act as the
planting of potatoes, Dorans sure, meticulous, and carefully
calibrated lines reveal the intensity of our yearnings: What
carried us from year to year was yield: potatoes in, potatoes
out, like rowing. Variously plaintive, passionate, intuitive, and
serious, the voice in Resin tells how the natural world, in both
its wildness and regularity, expresses and mediates human
longing. You entered me like migraine, left like migraine a
private vacancy. The darkness outside is great and wild. Blue
plums falling from an old tree demand we believe in wildness,
fallingness. Whats the matter is...
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Reviews
The most e ective ebook i at any time study. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not di icult to
understand. I am just pleased to let you know that this is the finest publication i have read within my individual lifestyle
and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Ta nia Mosciski
Simply no phrases to describe. It is amongst the most awesome pdf we have read through. Your life period will
probably be transform as soon as you complete looking over this publication.
-- Tor r a nce Skiles
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